Abstract -In this paper, an algorithm is developed for finding optimal weighted median (WM) filters which minimize noise subject to a pre-determined set of structural constraints on the filter's behavior. Based on the derivation of the output moments of weighted medians, we shall show that optimal weighted medians with structural constraints may be found by solving a group of linear inequalities. One-dimensional applications are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
An open problem in weighted median (WM) filtering is how to design optimal weighted median filters which have "best" noise reduction capability and at the same time preserve desired signal structures. This is referred to as optimal filtering under structural constraints, in the literature. The problem has been solved for the general class of stack filters [a] and weighted order statistics filters [l] . However, none of the above algorithms may be used to easily generate optimal weighted median filters under a given simple set of structural constraints, e.g. pulses of given widths.
Recall that a weighted median filter can preserve details, i.e. pulses, of any desired length by selecting appropriate weights. On the other hand, for a given pulse length, there may be many weighted median filters which can preserve the given pulse. The question is how to select one of them which suppresses noise the best. A solution is provided based on the statistical analysis of weighted medians developed in this paper.
the output Y of a WM filter of span N associated with the integer weights
where the sum of the weights must be odd, is given by 
It is easy to show that M; can also be expressed as Using these Mi's, the output moments of a weighted median filter is derived by the following theorem. 
OPTIMAL PROBLEM
When deriving statistical properties of WM filters in the previous section, we had several goals in mind. The most important of these is to develop an optimality theory for WM filters which allows the designer to pick an optimal WM filter in some specified There are several optimality criteria usually used in filtering. Some are classic, e.g., the mean square error, the mean absolute error and the minimax error; while some are relatively newer, e.g, a set of structural constraints on the filter's behavior and associative memory [2, 61. The last two are intimately related to the theory of root signal sets, which in simple terms, define the "passband" of nonlinear filters.
Assume the input xi, of the WM filter with weight vector E, is a constant signal s plus additive white noise nj, i.e. The other optimization criterion consists of a prespecified set of structural constraints on filter's behavior. Suppose that these constraints are given a set of linear inequalities in the weights. Then the problem of finding optimal WM filters under structural constraints is stated as follows, 
where H(X) denotes the Hamming weight of X.
Although the constraint set in Eq. (9) is of the linear type, the optimization problem is a nonlinear optimization problem because of its nonlinear objective function.
There are two ways t o solve this optimization problem.
The first method is nonlinear programming [8] . However, the optimization problem has N (window size) decision variables; and undoubtedly; it will be computationally very complex t o solve the nonlinear programming problems for large window sizes. A second method is presented, as we shall see later, to simplify this problem in some The proof is given in [8] .
N. ONE-DIMENSIONAL APPLICATIONS
In the absence of a prior information, symmetric WM filters are commonly used. In this section, based on the results of previous section, we will design the 1-D optimal WM filters which preserve pulses of some given length.
Ezample 2:
In 1-D case, it is desired t o preserve pulses with length 2, find the optimal symmetric WM filter for window width N = 7.
Assume the weight vector E of the optimal symmetric WM filter to be The structural constraints can be written as Inequalities correspond to (11) in this example are We + w 2 + w z < w1+ w 1 + w, t w 3 w 1 + w 1 + w 2 < W O + w 2 + w, + w, (13) combining (12) and (13) we found that these two sets of inequalities are consistent. By Theorem 2 we solved these inequalities and obtained the solution of the optimal symmetric WM filter as follows,
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Considering a more general case, if pulses with length 2 are supposed to be preserved, then optimal symmetric WM filters for arbitrary window size N are given by following theorem. [7] L. Yin, J. Astola, and Y. Neuvo, "Adaptive stack
The proof can be found in [8] .
WM filters preserving longer pulses.
The Same method Can be employed to find Optimal filtering with application to image processing," to appear in IEEE Tmns. on Signal Processing.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an algorithm for finding optimal WM filters under feasible structural constraints. It was shown that optimal solutions may be obtained by solving a group of linear inequalities. l-D optimal WM filters were discussed. This method can also be used in image processing [9] , where under some structural constraints, e.g. horizontal lines and vertical lines, it is desirable to design optimal 2-D WM filters.
